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Thank you for an amazing week everyone! Be safe and have a wonderful weekend.

Maranacook News
For Faculty, Families, Students and Community
May 25rh - 29th

This is a text block. To edit the style of any text just highlight it to see the formatting options.
We are so very proud of our students and staff for persevering during these unprecedented times.
The Maranacook Community has shown how extraordinary it can be when we pull together and
support each other. We are truly blessed to be part of this community.
Students of the Month From Freshmen Academy: Congratulations to the following students for
being identified as students of the month for Freshmen Academy. These students personify the
qualities of a responsible citizen, quality worker and collaborative worker.
March: Kasey Mushlit is a dedicated student who goes above and beyond her peers on all
assignments, asking for help when needed. She’s also helpful to others, and works well with
everyone. She is an overall wonderful student.
Esme Jamison has been performing extraordinary well in class, asking questions when needed,

Esme Jamison has been performing extraordinary well in class, asking questions when needed,
voluntarily moving ahead when she finishes her work early, and asking to learn extra material
outside of class.
Lilly Caban is a dedicated worker, and when she sets her mind to a task, she doesn't stop until
done. She's often the first one done her work, but doesn't sacrifice quality. She is respectful of her
peers and encourages and helps those around her.
April: Christopher Dostie is doing exceptionally well with remote learning, and not only has he kept
up with assignments and joined class, but he's also made up some previous missing assignments.
Chris has been engaged, and he has been great about communicating with teachers.
Nick Price has been working really hard to stay current with his Spanish work. He comes to class
meetings, participates and asks really good questions. I'm very proud of him!
Ruby Nelson is an incredible student and person. She enjoys learning, is helpful to others and asks
questions to further her understanding. During remote learning she consistently came to question
sessions and completed work in a timely manner.
May: Allisa and Alexis Michaud have done a phenomenal job prior to, but especially throughout,
the Remote Learning experience. They regularly attend teacher’s Google Meets sessions,
participating when appropriate, and complete assignments on time and in a thoughtful manner.
Classroom instruction will end next Friday, June 5th. Students will need to return their laptops and
any other school materials. If you have any concerns, please call the main office at 685-4923 ext.
1038.
Laptop and Book/Supply Collection
Book, supplies and laptop collection as well as picking up of any items left at school will be on June
4th and 5th for seniors and June 8th, 9th and 10th for freshmen, sophomores and juniors. Seniors
will come on their scheduled time, meet with their advisor as well as participate in graduation
rehearsal.
When dropping off your laptop please make sure the laptop is turned off. Students should turn in
the laptop, the grey cover for the laptop, the charger, black carrying case and pouch.
Seniors:
Thursday, June 4th
8:00- 9:30 - Mr. DeAngelis’s Advisee Group
9:30-11:00 - Mr. DeMillo’s Advisee Group
11:00- 12:30 - Ms. Kelley’s Advisee Group
12:30- 2:00 - Mr. Magnusson’s Advisee Group
2:00-3:30 - Mrs. Nicola’s Advisee Group
Friday, June 5th
8:00- 9:30 - Mr. O’Clair’s Advisee Group
9:30-11:00 - Mrs. O’Donoghue’s Advisee Group
11:00- 12:30 - Mrs. Ray/ Mrs. Tamborini’s Advisee Group

12:30- 2:00 - Mrs. St.Clair/ Mr. Ferrero’s Advisee Group
2:00- 3:30 - Mrs. Twiss’s Advisee Group
Freshmen, Sophomore and Junior schedule:
Monday, June 8th- Freshmen
7am-9 am and 3:00 pm-5:30pm
Tuesday, June 9th- Sophomores
7:00 am-9 am and 3:00 pm-5:30pm
Wednesday, June 10th- Juniors
7:00 am-9 am and 3:00pm-5:30pm

Senior Spotlight
Brian Shea - Brian has many interests in life and school. His
academics included AP and honors courses and 5 levels of
German. With extra outreach he participated in the GAPP
program, traveled to Germany, and hosted a German student.
His musical talent was apparent with his participation in the
Chamber Singers, and school musicals. One of his favorite
sports was being a Black Bear hockey player. During advisee
time he would usually do something to get us to laugh. He even
started a challenge amongst the group and made sure the
scores were recorded on the board.~ Mrs.Twiss & Mrs.
Chisholm
Jesse Harris - Jessie is a kind and caring person with a great
sense of humor. Jesse has visited the Ray/Tamborini Advisee
Group nearly every morning before school starts throughout
high school. Even early in the morning, he brings smiles and
laughter to our group! We always look forward to seeing him.
He is also the other half of the wildly popular Tractor Boys Lip
Sync team, which has always been a hit during Winter Carnival.
He has a great interest in history and is very creative! He
currently attends CATC in the Machine Tool program and plans
on continuing in this field after high school. We wish him the
best in his next adventure! ~Mrs. Ray and Mrs. Tamborini

Skyeler Webb - It has been my privilege to have Skyeler Webb
in our advisee for these four, quick years. Her quiet demeanor
could be relied upon to settle our hectic mornings and her
personability would always add to our group when no one else
was quite awake. Skyeler's academic drive is commendable and
even more impressive when one realizes she has the same

drive on the field. As if those activities were not enough to
occupy all of her time, she also added work to her busy
schedule ~ Mr O'Clair
Mr Magnusson would also like to recognize Skye. I got to know
Skye on the Soccer field where she showed her determination,
heart, character, and skill over the last four years. She went
from never playing goalie her Freshman year to an All State
player her Senior Year. She was instrumental in two of the most
successful years the program has had. She has been a
successful Soccer player not because she loves sports, but
because she loves her teammates and being a part of
something. While going to school, Skye also been very involved
in Karate, working at Ballard Farms a place that raises horses
and run camps for youth in the area, and volunteers at camp
Mechuwana. Skye has a unique personality and I will miss her.
She is a great overall person and will be successful no matter
what she does. ~ Mr. Magnusson
Glen Moulton - Glen enjoys anything and everything related to
technology & computers. He often volunteered his expertise
when something was glitching in my classroom and it seems
natural then that he will be pursuing a career in the tech field.
Glen joined our school and advisee group just two years ago,
but in that shortened time we enjoyed many lively conversations
and made some lasting memories. Some of these fond
memories include picking apples, sharing some apple and
bumbleberry pie, having two “Advisee Day Ins” , and playing
several games while enjoying each other’s company. Glen
participated and persevered through some activities that were
not his favorite and I appreciate that he “stuck it out”- that in
itself speaks volumes. Congratulations and best wishes - you
will be missed. ~Mrs.O’Donoghue
Mr. D. would like to add that Glen really stretched himself when
he joined the Nordic ski team his junior year. It was both a
physical and mental challenge that Glen rose to meet. He loved
being part of a supportive team and came to all of our team
dinners to be with his teammates. Even though Glen had never
even been on skis before joining the team, he even competed
successfully in a meet! ~ Mr. D
Mr. Sirois: adds Glen demonstrated himself to be somewhat of
a savant in Personal Finance, both very passionate and very
knowledgeable about a wide array of financial topics. ~ Mr.
Sirois
Garit Laliberte -I have worked with Garit in the classroom and
on the football field. Garit is passionate and extremely driven
when it comes to his interests. I have little doubt that he is
pursuing the right field, and I have no doubt that he will be
successful juggling academics and sports at the next level. He is

successful juggling academics and sports at the next level. He is
one of the hardest working athletes I have ever had the privilege
of working with. I consider myself spoiled to have had him as a
QB on my team. His ability to know an advanced playbook, and
to pick up new things made him elite in our conference and
state, along with his tenacious competitiveness he was a force
on the field. In the classroom, Garit was one who worked
extremely hard for those he respected. If you had his respect, he
would do everything and anything you asked of him, he was
fiercely loyal and I respected that about him. I will miss his
constant visits to my classroom to talk about football, school, or
the next scholarship form he had to fill out. Good luck on the
next part of your journey Garit!! ~Mr. DeMillo
Haylee Weeks - Haylee is a strong-willed young woman who
has a quick temper if you are unkind, but the most loyal person
in group situations. She always had a smile or a hug if
someone was having a bad day. Haylee has mastered sarcasm
and IA shop vocabulary! She played field hockey, basketball,
and softball. Haylee is passionate about horses and dogs and
loves her guinea pig, Meeko. She will be both working and
taking classes in the fall. ~Mr. Stockford and Mr. O'Clair

Jared Roberge has shown growth in his ability to manage
school work and added responsibilities. He attended CATC
these last 2 years while taking his classes at school. While not
involved too much in extra curriculars, he focused on working.
He has been a contributing member of the advisee group. ~
Mrs. Nicola
Mrs. Libby also wrote: Jared is polite and friendly, and is always
willing to enter into a conversation. He quietly deals with any
disappointments life throws at him, and likes to focus on his job.
He loves to laugh and is very supportive of his close friends. I
wish him well in his next steps after graduation! ~ Mrs. Libby

Gratefully
Dwayne Conway

Dwayne Conway
Principal

Get to Know Our MCHS Team
Meet Kelly Frey:
I'm Kelly Frey, but most people at Maranacook know me as
Señora. I've been the Spanish teacher at Maranacook since
1995, which means I've been teaching at MCHS for 25 years,
and I've been a teacher for 38 years. I came to MCHS because
I believe in the advisor-advisee program, to the point that I
moved my family to Mount Vernon so my daughters could go to
school in the district and have advisors in middle and high
school. It was absolutely the right decision. I love our school. I
also love having students in class for multiple years--it's so
rewarding to see them grow as Spanish learners and mature
into awesome young people. I truly believe that I have the best
job at MCHS.
Anyone who knows me knows how much I love Spain and the
Spanish culture. I studied there both as an undergraduate and
graduate student. I have traveled pretty much all over the
country. Maranacook has also given me the opportunity to
share my love of Spain with my students--I have traveled with
students 11 times--it should have been 12, but I missed the
2018 trip due to illness. I am exploring the idea of moving to
Spain permanently when I retire.
The most important lesson I have learned about life is that you
should never take it for granted, and you should get out there
and do it! I want to see my students take advantage of every
opportunity they can find. No action is ever wasted, and no
action is too small to make a difference. Even if you decide to
change your direction, whether in college or with a career,
everything you have ever done adds to the sum total of you.
Taking chances makes you a stronger person, and failure
teaches you more than success.
In the last four years, I have learned how important it is to take
care of yourself. Since 2016, I have lost almost a hundred
pounds, and I exercise at least 5 times a week. I walk, swim,
and ride my stationary bike, and I'm considering buying a real
bike this summer. I'm in better shape now than I was in my 40's
and 50's. You only get one body--take care of it.
My absolutely favorite movie is The Princess Bride. I've
watched it hundreds of times. Last summer, I went to a showing
on the big screen in South Portland, and won the trivia contest
that they held before the movie. If you've never seen it, watch it-it's INCONCEIVABLE!
I wish all the best to the class of 2020. You have everything you
need to be successful--now go out there and find your life.

need to be successful--now go out there and find your life.
Never forget--BEARS ARE AWESOME!!

Guidance
May is Mental Health Awareness Month and we recognize that stress and anxiety have increased
during the current pandemic. Here are some suggestions from the National Alliance on Mental
Illness for coping during this stressful time:
Manage how you consume information Equip yourself with information from credible, reputable
sources.
Follow healthy daily routines as much as possible Your daily habits and routines can help you
feel more in control of your own well-being.
Take care of yourself through exercise and movement If you’re staying home, you may be less
physically active than usual. It’s important to keep movement as part of your daily life, whether it’s
exercise or light movement like stretching and making sure you’re not sitting down too long.
Practice relaxing in the present moment Mindfulness is a way of practicing awareness that can
reduce your stress. It involves focusing your attention on the present moment and accepting it
without judgment. It may also help people manage some mental health symptoms.
Do meaningful things with your free time When you can, do things that you enjoy and that help
you relax.
Stay connected with others and maintain your social networks

JMG (Jobs for Maine Grads)
This week in JMG, students completed a virtual tour of different Maine Businesses via Destination
Occupation. They explored different businesses and then responded via journal prompt to Mr.
Smith about what they learned about one thing that caught their eye.
Since this is the last newsletter of the year, I wanted to take the time and wish everyone a very
happy (and healthy!) summer. The end of this year did not go as anyone expected, but we will
persevere and come out stronger on the other end. Thank you to everyone for accepting myself
and the JMG program into the Maranacook community. I am confident this program will flourish
here! I’m looking forward to helping our students reach their goals in the coming years.

MAP
It’s hard to believe the school year is coming to a close. Like everyone else, our MAP Community
has been shaken by the current events. Regardless, we are thankful for check-ins with our
students and seeing them progress despite the challenges this uncharted territory presented.
Students are completing final assignments this week and next. Students are exploring the Monty
Hall Problem (check it out if you aren’t familiar), concluding their history presentations, pulling
together Science concepts from the school year, and journaling final thoughts on themselves, the
world, and recent readings. We wish we could celebrate the school year with everyone in person.

world, and recent readings. We wish we could celebrate the school year with everyone in person.
We are proud of you all and miss you! Stay strong!

Advisee
Advisees have continued to meet remotely. Advisors are here to supports students as we wind
down the school year. Please reach out to advisors with any questions you may have, we are here
to support students and families. Since

Student Senate
Our final,“Adopt a Friday”, will be this week. A huge thank you to Becca Reynolds Dr. Conway for
seeing the meals get to the families. And for Cassidy and Carter for doing all the running around
with checks and meals. We would also like to send a special thank to the Weathervane and Apple
Shed for making this possible.
We will be trying to have our virtual elections over the next week or so, wish us luck!
Also be sure to check out our Instagram page that is celebrating our seniors.
Follow on Instagram: maranacook2020

Health Center
Our School Based Health center continues to offer counseling services to students and will do so
throughout the summer. The sessions are of course virtual and we have 3 different counselors from
KBH that we work with. If you would like to refer a student please feel free to contact the school
nurse Anya via email (anya_davidson@maranacook.com) or phone number 207-387-0175.
Parenting isn’t easy, let alone during a pandemic. If you are looking for some advice about
communicating with your child here is a webinar that might be helpful:

English
Ninth grade students are continuing with their free reading and analysis. They participate in a
weekly discussion on wide-ranging topics and are working to improve their grammar skills. Honors
classes are similarly focusing on their digital journaling and independent reading
books. Accelerated students are working on learning about style and devices in poetry. They are
analyzing different types of poems for these new terms and are practicing writing their own. CP
sophomores are continuing with their free reading and analysis. They participate in a weekly
discussion on wide-ranging topics and are working to improve their grammar skills. Honors are
continuing with their free reading and analysis. They are also participating in a weekly discussion
or writing prompt on a variety of topics and issues. Honors American Literature students finished
their reading of Into the Wild and are writing a “This I Believe” essay from the perspective of a
central person in the book. They looked sample “This I Believe” essays as mentor texts for their
own writing. Juniors in the AP class listened to two episodes of the Serial podcast and compared
their knowledge of the case with an article that examines possible racial and religious bias. Senior
Topics in Literature students listened to three final episodes of the Serial podcast and chose from
two writing responses so draw conclusions about the case, looking at both the evidence and how it
was presented. Juniors in Mrs. Moran’s class are working engaging various texts and prompts in
their digital journal. Students are either responding to two of the three provided prompts or free
writing. Students were also encouraged to continue to read their independent reading
books. Juniors in Ms. Chadbourne’s class are trying their hand at designing their own learning.
They are taking their own experiences and interests and showing me how they can accomplish

They are taking their own experiences and interests and showing me how they can accomplish
learning through those interests and experiences. They were given a variety of options such as
journaling, analyzing journals, doing a podcast, completing a slideshow or article explaining how to
do something that they know how to do etc. AP Literature students are continuing to work with
The Aeneid and moving forward analyzing the author’s craft and the purpose of the stylistic
features that the author utilizes. MAP students finished reading The Omnivore’s Dilemma. This
week they explore the topic of “hunting and gathering”. Students in our MAP program are
continuing to work in their digital interactive notebooks. Monsters and the Undead students read
the short story “Dead Like Me” by Adam Troy Castro and then craft their own creative response.

Social Studies
Mr. Abbott: In US History students are examining the Dust Bowl and Great Depression. There is a
focus on human migration during that time period. Students are looking at text and photographs to
learn more about this time in United States History. DeMillo: Honors Global Studies Students had
the opportunity to meet with Representative Justin Fecteau and ask questions about what he did in
State Government, what bills he’s written, sponsored, etc. There was also a discussion about the
Legislators role during a Pandemic which students found interesting.
Mr. Gower: Students are connecting with new learning and demonstrating growth and insights.
Kenneth C. Davis spoke to students about the lessons of the Flu pandemic of 1918 from his book
“More Deadly Than War” 5/27 at 2:30 pm. Mr. Gower attended 2 webinars sponsored by DOE on
doing civics virtually and on using essential questions to teach history and civics. Mr. Sirois:
Global Studies students are finishing their review of the State and Federal Government. They are
learning about the similarities between states and the federal government and what makes their
state unique. iCivics continues to be a great tool for students to learn about Civics and
Government. This is the first iCivics webquest we’ve attempted as a class. Mr. Streeter: Students
making a solid effort to complete their final projects namely the $35 Bill project where students pick
an important or influential American to be placed on the fictional $35 Bill and justify why they
selected that person.

Math
Mr. Babbitt’s Geometry CP students are learning about how to solve for missing measures in right
triangles using trigonometry. In his Honors Geometry students are learning how the relationships of
secants and tangents of a circle. Statistics students are doing a quick introduction to estimating
values when not all of the information is known. Problem Solving students are beginning to write
functions in Python. Mr. Levasseur’s Algebra 2 CP and Honors Algebra 2 students are continuing
to work on applications of algebra within geometric situations to include perimeter, circumference,
and area. Honors Algebra 1 students are reviewing scientific notation and its applications. We
have started to simplify radicals and will finish with taking square roots. Algebra 1 Part 1 students
are using inverse operations to solve equations. Students are beginning to develop equations from
words and solving real life problems. Ms. Harman’s Geometry CP classes are learning about
triangle congruence theorems! SSS, ASA, SAS, AAS, but not AAA or SSA! Algebra 1 Part 1
students are learning how to write equations of perpendicular lines. We are trying to use Edpuzzle

students are learning how to write equations of perpendicular lines. We are trying to use Edpuzzle
as a video watching platform to see if it helps with gaining information. Her Algebra 1 Part 2 class
is using a visual model thanks to Minecraft to try factoring for the first time! The other Algebra 1
Part 2 class is spending their last week on Frequency Tables and understanding different types of
probability.

Science
Earth Systems with Mrs. Marvinney, we continue to put together the pieces of plate tectonics specifically what happens at plate boundaries. Students are investigating how plate boundaries
relate to volcanoes, earthquakes, tsunamis, sea floor spreading,island arc formation and other
natural phenomena. Honor Biology with Mr. Colvin, students are diving deeper into ecology and
are preparing to wrap up the year. Students in Mr. Colvin's AP biology class are finishing up a
National Institute of Health online gene analysis lab and a Hardy-Weinberg simulation. Chemistry
with Mrs. O'Donoghue, students delved into the unit on acids and bases including subtopics about
- the pH scale, everyday acids and bases, as well as how and why human (and many other living
organisms) mus regulate their pH.

Technology
Mr. Dorman: As we get to the final part of this unique year, Tech and Career are finishing up their
careers unit via Choices360, currently completing Part 1 and starting Part 2. Accounting is
wrapping up with the Aplia software. Personal Finance is finishing up with budgeting and managing
credit. Ms Gross: As the school year wraps up, students will be reflecting on their remote learning
for physical education and health education. I plan to email students with a list of physical
activities they can do to stay active and healthy through the summer months. Have a wonderful
summer!
Mr. Stockford: Students are continuing to
send pictures of Independent projects that they
are working on at home. Their creativity and
enthusiasm for self directed projects has me
rethinking the process that I use in selecting
required projects. I am thankful for the time
that I had in person with my students this year
and the way that they continued to contribute
during the period of remote learning.
Pictured Right: Cleaver, handle and leather
sheath by Nathan Foster.

Ms.Twiss: Teachers will continue to study/review different technology tools for the possibility of
more remote learning in the future. Ms Twiss will be participating in workshops and online courses
to study more about the tools we have and what others may need for the diversity within the
curriculum. Have a great summer and stay safe! Congratulations and Thank You to; class of
2020, their family, friends, teachers, staff and administrators for the work, love and time you have
given over the years for the graduates to celebrate this turning point in their lives.
Ms. Trott: If you have any materials that you signed out from the library, you can return them when
you drop off your laptops. This would include library books, interlibrary loan books and
headphones. Thank You

Music
The school year is winding down. As I’m writing this, I should have been getting home from the
annual Humanities Night, our spring concerts, and the “Final Bow” of the Seniors as they top off
their High School performing career. Alas, it did not happen. With so many performances
unfinished, I hold so dearly the relationships and friendships I’ve developed with the students and
community in my first year at Maranacook. To say, I’m proud of the students, and especially the
graduating Seniors would be an understatement.
On a less somber note, there is the matter of instrument collections. I posted a notice to Google
Classroom for Concert Band and Jazz Ensemble for students to read over and share with you
concerning Instrument Returns and Cleaning Information. Be sure to take a look at it, but here is
the important information: These instruments can be turned in during laptop collection on June 8th,
9th, and 10th. The plan is to thoroughly disinfect and clean each instrument in July and August to
have then in pristine shape come Fall 2020. If your student owns their instrument, I would be
happy to clean it for them over the summer, please contact me to make arrangements. Whether we
are learning remotely or playing together in person, it is important that the instruments get the
cleaning they desperately deserve
Also, I’d like to put this in your ear now: regardless of the circumstance in the new school year, I
am confident that it will be expected that the performing arts students to be extremely diligent when
it comes to cleaning and disinfecting, and that every instrument will require its own cleaning kit. If
you would like information on how to purchase one for your student, please reach out to me!”
I hope that you all have a lovely, safe and peaceful summer with your friends and families. I look
forward to sharing music with you and your students in the future!

World Language
Mademoiselle Despres: Students continued to move forward this week by tackling new content
on new platforms. The French 1 students continued their regular verbs unit but with a new twist:

on new platforms. The French 1 students continued their regular verbs unit but with a new twist:
flipgrid. This video exchange platform is a new tool for most of the students so to encourage them
to try it out, this week's assignment became a competition. I challenged the students to name and
act out as many regular verbs in french as they could in 1 minute. Everyone seems to be enjoying
it so far and I'm proud of the students for diving into something new! The French 2 students
started a new unit this week on definite, indefinite, and partial articles. Even though this is rview for
some students, articles are a vital component of language and something I wanted to make sure
they had down. They demonstrated their handle on this topic through resources like quizlets,
worksheets, and mini assessments. These students have been some of my most resilient and I
couldn't be happier with how they have handled themselves during this time. With the semester
winding down many students are getting antsy, as we all know they do. I'm optimistic that many
students will return next year to continue their language journey and ask your support in
encouraging them to continue to grow. Language is an amazing tool that opens our world to
millions of new perspectives, experiences, and cultures. It's a skill that every student would benefit
significantly from mastering.
Señora Frey: As the year comes to a close, Spanish students are finishing their learning for this
year. Spanish 1 classes will be making a Flipgrid video illustrating their mastery of new vocabulary
and verbs. Spanish 2 classes are also making a Flipgrid video, showing actions and then saying in
Spanish what they did. Spanish 3 classes are working hard on mastery of use of the two past
tenses and also showing their learning of train and train station vocabulary in an Edpuzzle video.
Spanish 4 and 5 are writing their last journal entries and making videos to illustrate the individual
legends that they have read. Señora is very proud of the hard work that many students have done
in this difficult time, but is also concerned for the students who have not been participating. She is
worried that these students will find it very challenging to move on to the next level of Spanish in
the fall. She encourages any parents and students to contact her if they would like to discuss the
progress of these last several months.

Extra and Co- Curricular
IRON BLACK BEAR AWARDS
The Iron Black Bear Award is given to a senior who has
participated in three seasons of extra curricular activities. Each
recipient will receive a trophy and a certificate.
IRON BLACK BEAR AWARDS PART 2:

YouTube page: Maranacook Athletics
Plans are in the works to live stream graduation using this new page. Go to YouTube and search
“Maranacook Athletics” and subscribe!
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCdVXVPp45SniVg8E8pYMBFw

Board Meeting Update
RSU #38 Board of Directors
Revised Meeting Schedule
June 3 – Business Meeting
June 17 – Annual Meeting, gymnasium, 7:00 p.m.
July 14 (Referendum vote at individual towns)

Go Bears!

